
I have chosen a collection of my life that has profound influence and

full of good memories - plush toys, it has always been my favorite

collection and there are many channels to get them, such as from my

nephew and little brother they are tired of plush Toys or duty free

shops at the airport. Just see my favorite plush toys I will collect

them. This is derived from my 5-year-old birthday that year, my

mother gave me the first pure wool production of handmade plush

toys. I love it and I keep it until the age of 10 ... but when I was ten

years old when we moved the family, I lost it. Since then, in order to

make up for this fault I began to collect some plush toys from that

year, today, the number of collections more and more, they have



become my partner and I can never forget the childhood is also

inseparable Part of the memories.

I can not bring the collection because they are easy to dirty and some

plush toys will be discolored in the wet space, the quality

deteriorated. So I chose to bring some photos and install the label in

the cabinets I think fit. First of all my photo color is rich because

they are bright clothes or white body, it is not easy when I find the

right place, simply I put the inside of the cabinet above, I use the

pushpin to nail the picture above, In the bottom of my picture

belongs to Mickel up to the robot collection, which is the only thing

I can find with my collection match the picture. (We collect the

items are close to the white main colors) Of course, if I have the

opportunity to re-do it I will certainly print out my label this will be

more standard, font, line spacing will be reflected.


